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During the period of a bit more than thirty years that has elapsed since
the first electronic computers were built, programming languages have
developed from various machine codes and assembly languages, no~ re·
ferred to as low level languages, to high level languages, like FORTRAN,
ALGOL 60 and 68, LISP and PASCAL. The virtue of a machine code is'
that a program written in it can be directly read and executed by the
machine. Its weakness is that the structure of the code reflects the structure
of the machine so closely as to make it unusable for the instruction of any
other machine and, what is more serious, very difficult to understand for
a human reader, and therefore error prone. With a high level language,
it is the other way round. Its weakness is that a program written in it has
to be compiled, that is, translated into the code of a particular machine,
before it can be executed by it. But one is amply compensated for this by
having a language in which the thought of the programmer can be expressed
without too much distortion and understood by someone who knows next
to nothing about the structure of the hardware, but does know some
English and mathematics. The distinction between low and high level
programming languages is of course relative to available hardware. It may
well be possible to turn what is now regarded as a high level programming
language into machine code by the invention of new hardware.
Parallel to the development from low to high level programming
languages, there has been a change in one's understanding of the program·
ming activity itself. It used to be looked (down) upon as the rather messy
job of instructing this or that physically existing machine, by cunning tricks, ..
to perform computational tasks widely surpassing our own physical powers,
1S3
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something that might appeal to people with a liking for crossword puzzles
or chess problems. But it has grown into the discipline of designing programs
for various (numerical as well as nonnumerical) computational tasks,
programs that have to be written in a formally precise notation so as to
admit of automatic execution. Whether or not machines have been built
or compilers have been written by means of which they can be physically
implemented is of no importance as long as questions of efficiency a re
ignored. What matters is merely that it has been laid down precisely how
the programs are to be executed or, what amounts to the same, that it
has been specified how a machine for the execution of the programs would
have to function. This change of programming, which OIJKSTRA (1976,
p. 201) has suggested to fix terminologically by switching from computer
science to computing science, would not have been possible without the
crea tion of high level languages of a sufficiently clean logical structure.
It has made programming an activity akin in rigour and beauty to that
of proving mathema tical theorems. (This analogy is actually exact in
a sense which will become clear below.)
While maturing into a science, programming has developed a conceptual
machinery of its own in which, besides the notion of program itself, the
notions of data structure a nd data type occupy central positions. Even
in FORTRAN, there were two types of variables, na mely integer and
floating point variables, the type of a variable being determined by its
initial letter. In ALGOL 60, there was added to the two types integer and
real the third type Boolean, and the association of the types with the
variables was made both more practical and logical by means of type
declarations. However, it was only through HOARE (1972) that the
notion of type was introduced into programming in a systematic way.
In addition to the three types of ALGOL 60, there now appeared types
defined by enumeration, Cartesian products, discriminated unions, array
types, power types and various recursively defined· types. All these new
forms of data types were subsequently incorporated into the programming
language PASCAL by WIRTH ( 1971 ). The left column of the table on the
next page, which shows some of the key notions of programming and their
mathematical counterparts, uses notation from ALGOL 60 and PASCAL.
As can be seen from this table, or from recent programming texts with
their little snippets of set theory prefaced to the corresponding programming
language constructions, the whole conceptual apparatus of programming
mirrors that of modern mathematics (set theory, that is, not geometry)
and yet is supposed to be different from it. How come? The reason for this
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Programming

I

Ma thematics

program, procedure, algorithm

function

input

argument

output, result

value

x := e

x=e

s.;s.

composition of functions

If 8 then S 1 else S 1

definition by cases

while B do S

definition by recursion

data structure

element, object

data type

set, type

value of a data type

element of a set, object of a type

a:A

aeA

Integer

z

real

R

Boolean

{0, 1}

(c., ... , Cn)

{ch ... , cn}

array [/) or T

T 1 ,1-+T

record s 1 :T1 ; s1 :T1 end

T 1 x1i

record case s : (c.. c~) of
c1 :(s1 :TJ; c1 :(s1 :T1) end

T1 +T1

set ofT

{0,1}T, T-+{0,1}

\ \

curious situation is, I think, that the mathematical notions have gradually
received an interpretation, the interpretation which we refer to as classical,
which makes them unusable for programming. Fortunately, I do not need
to enter the philosophical debate as to whether the classical interpretation
of the primitive logical and mathematical notions (proposition, trut h,
set, element, function, etc.) is sufficiently clear, because so much is at least
clear, that if a function is defined as a binary relation sa tisfying the usual
existence and unicity conditions, whereby classical reasoning is allowe"d
in the existence proof, or a set of ordered pairs satisfying the corresponding
conditions, then a function cannot be the same kind of thing as a computer
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program. Similarly, if a set is understood in Zermelo's way as a member
of the cumulative hierarchy, then a set cannot be the same kind of thing
as a data type.
= Now, it is the contention of the intuitionists (or constructivists, I shall
use these terms synonymously) that the basic mathematical notions, above
all the notion of function, ought to be interpreted in such a way that the
cleavage between mathematics, classical mathematics, that is, and programming that we are witnessing at present disappears. In the case of the mathematical notions of function and set, it is not so much a question of providi ng
them with new mean ings as of restoring old ones, whereas the logical
notions of proposition, proof, truth etc. are given genuinely new interpretations. It was Brouwer who realized the necessity of so doing : the true
source of the uncomputable functions of classical mathematics is not the
axiom of choice (which Is valid intuitionistically) but the law of excluded
middle and the law of indirect proof. Had it not been possible to interpret
the logical notions in such a way as to validate the axiom of choice, the
prospects of constructive mathematics would have been dismal.
The difference, then, between constructive mathematics and programming
does not concern the primitive notions of the one or the other, because
they are essentially the same, but lies in the programmer's insistence that
his programs be written in a formal notation so that they can be read and
executed by a machine, whereas, in constructive mathematics as practised by BISHOP (1967), for example, the computational procedures
(programs) are normally left implicit in the proofs, so that considerable
further work is needed to bring them into a form which makes them fit
for mechanical execution
What I have just said about the close connection between constructive
mathematics and programming explains why the intuitionistic type theory
(MARTIN·LDF, 1975), which I began to develop solely with the philosophical
motive of clarifying the syntax and semantics of intuitionistic mathematics,
may equally well be viewed as a programming language. But for a few
concludi ng remarks, the rest of my talk will be devoted to a fairly complete,
albeit condensed, description of this language, emphasizing its character
of programming language. As such, it resembles ALGOL 68 and PASCAL
in its typing facilities, whereas the way the programs are writteri and ex·
ecuted makes it more reminiscent of LISP.
The expressions of the theory of types are formed out of variables

x,y,z, .
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by means of various forms of expression
(Fx 1 ,

... , X 11 )(a 1 , ••• ,a,.).

In an ex,pression of such a form, not all of the variables x 1 , ... , x, need
become bound in all of the parts a 1 , ... , a111 • Thus, for each form of ex·
pression, it must be laid down what variables become bound in what pa rts.
For example,
b

Jfdx
II

is a form of expression (Ix)(a, b,J) with m = 3 and n = 1 which binds
all free occurrences of the single variable x in the third part f. And

df (a)
dx
is a form of expression (Dx)(a,f) with m = 2 and n = 1 which binds all
free occurrences of the variable x in the second part f.
·-.
I shall call an expression, in whatever notation, canonical or normal
if it is already fully evaluated, which is the same as to say that it has itself
as value. Thus, in decimal arithmetic,
0,1, .... 9, 10, 11, ...
are canonical (normal) expressions, whereas

2+2, 2·2, 2 2 • 3 I • 10 toto....
are not. An arbitrarily formed expression need not have a value, but, if an
expression has a value, then that value is necessarily canonical. This may be
expressed by saying that evaluation is idempotent. When you evaluate
the value of an expression, you get that value back.
In the theory of types, it depends only on the outermost form of an expression whether it is canonical or not. Thus there are certain forms of
expression, which I shall call canonical forms, such that an expression of
one of those forms has itself as value, and there are other, noncanonical
forms for which it is laid down in some other way how an expression of
such a form is evaluated. What I call canonical and noncanonical forms o f
expression correspond to the constructors and selectors, respectively,
LANDIN (1964). In the context of programming, they might also aptly be
ealled data and program forms, respectively. The table

or
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I
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Noncanonical

(llx e A)B, (h)b

c(a)

(ExeA ) B, (a, b)

(Ex, y)(c, d)

A+B, i (a). j(b)

(Dx, y)(c, d, e)

J( A, a, b), r

J(c, d)

No

R 0(c)

N,, 01

R,(c, c0 )

N., 0., I•

R,(c, c0 , c1 )

N, 0, a

I

(Wx e A ) B, sup (a, b)

u•.

(Rx, y)(c, d, e)
(Tx, y, z)(c, d)
.> ·.
,, .,.

U 11

· ~,.

•••

d isplays the primitive forms of expression used in the theory of types, the
canonical ones to the left and the noncanonical o nes to the right. New
primitive forms of expression may of course be added when there is need
of them.
The conventions as to what variables become b ound in what parts are
as follows. Free occurrences of x in B become bound in (nx e A)B,
(ix e A)B and (Wx e A) B. Free occurrences of x in b become bound
in (..U)b. Free occurrences of x andy in d become bound in (Ex, y)(c, d).
Free occurrences of x in d and y in e become bound in ( Dx, y)(c, d, e).
Free occurrences of x and y in e become bound in (Rx, y)(c, d, e). And,
finally, free occurrences of x, y and z in d become bound in (Tx, y, z)(c, d).
Expressions of the various forms displayed in the table are evaluated
according to the following rules. I use

to denote the resu lt of simultaneously substituting the expressions a 1 , ... , a,
for the variables x 1 , .. . , x. in the expression b. Substitution is the process
whereby a program is supplied with its input data, which need not necessarily
be in evaluated form.
An expression of canonical form has itself as value. This has already
been intimated.
'.~
T o execute c(a), first execute c. If you get (..U)b as result, then continue·
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by executing b(afx). Thus c(a) has valued if c has value (..U)b and b(afx)
has value d.
To execute (Ex, y)(c, d ), first execute c. If you get (a, b) as result, then
continue by executi ng d (a, bfx,y). T hus (Ex,y)(c, d) h as value e if c has
value (a , b) and d(a, bfx, y) has value e.
To execute (Dx,y)(c, d, e , first execute c. If you get i (a) as result, t hen
continue by executing d (afx ). lf, on the other hand, you get j(b) as result
of executing c, then continue by executing e(b/y) instead. Thus
(Dx, y)(c, d, e) has value j'if either c h as value i(a) a nd d(af x) has value J.
or c has value j(b) and e(b/y) has value f.
To execute J(c, d), first execute c. If you get r as result, then continue by
executing d. Thus J(c, d) has value e if c has value r and d bas value e.
To execute R.(c, c0 , ... , c._,), first execute c. If you get m,. as result
for some m = 0, ... , n-1, then continue by executing em. Thus
R.(c, c0 , ... , c._ d has value d if c has value m,. and em has value d for
some m = 0, ... , n - 1. In particular, R 0 (c) has no value. It corresponds to
the statement
''
abort
introduced by DIJKSTRA (1976, p. 26). The pair of forms 0 1 and R 1(c, c0 )
together operate in exactly the same way as the pair of forms rand J (c, d).
To have them both in the language constitutes a redundancy. R 2 (c, c0 , c 1 )
corresponds to the usual conditional statement
if B then S 1 else S 2
and R.(c, c0 ,

... ,

c,_ 1) for arbitrary n = 0, 1, ... to the statement
with

e do {c, : s,, .... c.: s.};

introduced by HoARB (1972, p. IJ3) a nd realized by W irth in PASCAL
as the case statement
case e of c1

:

S1 ;

... ;

c,. : SN end .

To execute (Rx, y)(c, d, e), first execute c. If you get 0 as result, then
continue by executing d. If, on the other hand, you get a' as result.
then continue by executing e(a, (Rx, y)(a, d, e)/x, y) instead. Thus
(Rx, y)(c, d, e) has valuejif either c has value 0 and d has value f. or c has
value a' and e(a, (Rx, y)(a, d, e)/x , y) has value f. The closest analogue
of t he recursion form (Rx, y)(c, d, e) in traditional programming languages·
is the repetitive statement form
while B do S •
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To execute (Tx,y,z)(c,d), first execute c. If you get sup(a,b) as
result, then continue by executing d(a,b,(Av)(Tx,y,z)(b(v),d)/x,y,z).
Thus (Tx, y, z)(c, d) has value e if c has value sup(a, b) and
d(a, b, (.l.v)(Tx , y , z)(b(v), d)/x, y, z) has value e. he transfinite recursion
form (Tx, y, z)(c, d) has not yet found any applications in programming.
It has, as far as I know, no counterpart in other programming languages.
The traditional way of evaluating an arithmetical expression is to evaluate
the parts of the expression before the expression itself is evaluated, as
in the computation

CONSTRUCTIVE MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTER PROORAMMCNO

parts, is irretrievably lost. To make the language work in spite of this loss
has been one of the most serious difficulties in the design of the theory
of types.
So far, I have merely displayed the various forms of expression used
in the theory of types and explained how expressions composed out of those
forms are evaluated. The inferential or, as one says in combinatory logic,
illative part of the language consists of rules for making judgments of the
four forms

.

7

A is a type,

(3+2)1·4.

A and B are equal types,

-

a is an object of type A,

5

120

a and b are equal objects of type A,

480
Thus, traditionally, expressions are evaluated from within, which in programming has come to be known as the applicative order of evaluation.
, When expressions are evaluated in this way, it is obvious that an expression
cannot have a value unless all its parts have values. Moreover, as was
explicitly stated as a principle by Frege, the value (Ger. Bedelllung) of an
expression depends only on the values of its parts. In other words, if a part
of an expression is replaced by one which has the same value, the value
of the whole expression is left unaffected.
When variable binding forms o f expression are introduced, as they are
in the theory of types, it is no longer possible, in general, to evaluate the
expressions from within. To evaluate (..lx)b, for example, we would first
have to evaluate b. But b cannot be evaluated, in general, until a value
has been assigned to the variable x. In the theory of types, this difficulty
has been overcome by reversing the order of evaluation: instead of evaluating
the expressions from within, they are evaluated from without. T his is known
~s head reduction in combinatory logic a_nd ~ormal or~er or _lazy evaluation
(_ 1n programming. For example, (..lx)b IS s1mply ass1gned Itsel f a s value.
The term la zy is appropriate since only as few computation steps are performed as are abolutely necessary to bring an expression into canonical
form. However, what turns out to be of no significance, it is no longer
the case that an expression cannot have a value unless all its parts have
values. For example, a' has itself as value even if a has no value. What
is significant, though, is that the principle of Frege's referred to above,
namely that the value of an expression depends only on the values of its
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abbreviated

A type

,,

A= B,
aeA,
a= be A,

respectively. A judgment of any one of these forms is in general hypothetical,
that is, made under assumptions or, to use the terminology of AUTOMATH
(DB BRUUN, 1970), in a context

x 1 eA 1 ,

... ,x11

eA,..

In such a context, it is always the case that A 1 is a type, ... , A 11 is a type
under the preceding assumptions x 1 eA 1 , ... ,x,_ 1 eA11 _ 1 , When there
is need to indicate explicitly the assumptions of a hypothetical judgment,
it will be written

A type (x1 eA 1 ,

S

A= B(x1 eA 1 ,

... ,x,eA,),

. .. ,x11

eA,).

aeA(x 1 eA 1 , ... ,X11 EA 11 ) ,

a= be A(x1 e A 1 ,

.

:;.

..
~·

: -~

;

... , X 11

e A 11 ) .

These, then, are the full forms of judgment of the theory of types.
The first form of judgment admits not only the readings

A is a type (set) ,
A is a propo~·ltion ,
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as well as equal canonical objects of a certain type are called the introduction
rules for that type, we may thus say with GENTZEN ( 1934) that a canonical
type (proposition) is defined by its introduction rules. For noncanonical A,
a judgment of the form

but also, and this is the reading which is most natural when the language is
thought of as a programming language,
A is a problem (task) .

Correlatively, the third form of judgment may be read not only

A is a type

a is an object of type (element of the set) A ,

means that A has a canonical type as value.
Two canonical types A ami B nrc equal if a canonical object of type A is
also a canonical object of type B and , moreover, equal canonical objects
of type A are also equal canonical objects of type B, and vice versa. For
arbitrary (not necessarily canonical) types A and B, a j udgment of the
form

a is n proof of the proposition A ,
but also
a is a program for the problem (task) A .

The equivalence of the first two readings is the by now well-known correspondence between propositions and types discovered by CuRRY (1958,
pp. 312-315) and HowARD (1969), whereas the transi tio n fro m t he second
to the third is the KoLMOGOROV ( 1932) interpretation of propositions as
problems or tasks (Ger. Aufgabe).
The four forms of judgment used in the theory of types should be compared with the three forms of judgment used (although usually not so called)
in standard presentations of first order predicate calculus, whether classical
or intuitionistic, namely

A=B
means that A and B have equal canonical types as values. This finishes
the explanations of what a type is and what it means for two types to
be equal.
' '
Let A be a type. Remember that this means that A denotes a canonical
type, that is, has a canonical type as value. Then a judgment of the form

aeA
means that a has a canonical object of the canonical type denoted bv A as
value. Of ·course, this explanation is not comprehensible unless we know
that A has a canonical type as value as well as what a canonical object o f
that type is. But we do know this because of the presupposition that A is
a type: it is part of the definition of a canonical type how a canonical
object of that type is formed, and hence we cannot know a canonical type
without knowing what a canonical object of that type is.
Let A be a type and a and b objects of type A. Then a judgment of tho ·
form

A is a formula,
A is true,

a is an individual term .
The first of these corresponds to the form A is a type (proposition),
the second is obtained from the form a is an object of type (a proof of the
proposition) A by suppressing a, and the third is again obtained from the
form a is an object of type A, this time by choosing for A the type of
individuals.
In explaining what a j udgment of one of the above four forms means,
I shall first limit mysel f to assumption free judgments. Once it has been
explained what meanings they carry, the explanations can readily be
extended so as to cover hypothetical judgments as well.
A canonical type A is detined by prescribing how a canonical object of
type A is formed as well as how two equal canonical objects of type A are
formed. There is no limitation on this prescription except that the relation
of equality which it defines between canonical objects of type A must be
reflexive, symmetric and transitive. If the rules for forming canonical objects
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a= be A

'

•'

;.· .

: •·

~.

;·.t' ·

·,r

...·,. :•

means that a and b have equal canonical objects of the canonical type denoted by A as values. This explanation makes sense since A was presupposed
to be a type, that is, to have a canonical type as value, and it is a part of
the definition of il canonical type how equal canonical objects of that type
are formed.
T hese meaning explanations are extended to hypothetical judgments ..
by an induction on the number of assumptions. Let it be given as premises
for all of the following four explanations that x 1 e A 1 , ·... , x" e An is a con·
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text, that is, that A 1 is a type, ... , A, is a type under the assumptions
x 1 e A 1 , ... , x,_ 1 e A,.- 1 • By induction hypothesis, we know what this
. .means.
\.J\\1..zc 'ft:J'-' A.ssuo-...2.. ""' '" A,J '¥-z.<> A'l. y,u 't:.w>IN +t"'-1::- P.., '~ "'- l.:y ~"-J
A judgment of the form
h..z(\c~J •A'- 1s
*·r:e"- \) = "'-'. L( -~ l .sl\ ,
<(_

( oS J

f\ 2

a..\c , , · ·

LS. •'-

A(a11 ... , aJx 1 ,

... ,

... ,

x,. e A,. Then

aeA(x1 eA t , ... ,x,eA,)

means that

~'((><2;

/;!,"-- cs "'-

-\--ft>"'- }

means that

Let A be a type under the assumptions x 1 e A 1 ,

16S

provided

xJ type

provided
and, moreover,
a(a1, ... , aJx1, ... , xJ

and, moreover,
A(a 1 ,

... ,aJx1 , ... ,xJ

= A(b1 , ••• ,bJx1 , ... ,xJ

= a(b1, ... , bJx1, ... , x,) e A (alt ... , aJxlt ... , xJ

provided

provided
a,
a,.= b,eA,(a1 , ... ,a,.- 1/xlt ... ,X,.-t).

Thus it is in the nature of a family of types (propositional function) to be
extensional in the sense just described.
Suppose that A and Bare types under the assumptions x 1 e A 1 , ... , x,. e A,..
\Then
A= B(x1 eA 1 ,

...

,x,eAJ

= b,. e A,.(a1, ... , a, _ 1fx 1, ... , x,._ 1).

Thus, just as in the case of a family of types, it is in the nature of a function
to be extensional in the sense of yielding equal objects of the range type
when equal objects of the domain types are substituted for the variables
of which it is a function.
Let A be a type and a and b objects of type A under the assumptions
x 1 e A 1 , ... , x,. e A,. Then

means that

a= beA(x1 eA 1 ,
A (at, ... , aJx1 , ... , xJ = B(a 1 ,

... ,

aJx1, ... , x,)

provided

... ,

x,.- 1).

,x,eA,)

means that
a(a 11 ... , aJx 1 ,

a,. e A,(a1 , ... , a,.-t/x 1 ,

...

... ,

x,.)

= b(a1, ... , aJx1, ... , x,.) e A (a1 , ... , aJx1, ... , xJ

provided

From this definition, the extensionality of a family of types and the evident
transitivity of equality between types, it follows as well that
A (a 1 ,

••• ,

aJxt, ... , x,.) = B(b 1, ... , bJxlt ... , xJ

provided

a,.= b, e A,.(a1 ,

... ,

a,_ 1/x1 ,

... , X 11 -t).

Again, from this definition, the extensionality of a function and the transitivity of equality between objects of whatever type, there follows the
stronger property that
a(a 1, ... ,aJx1, ... ,x,)

= b(b 1, ... ,bJx1, ... ,x,)eA(a1, ... ,aJx1, ... ,xJ
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·r
Pransitivity

provided

a=beA

b=ceA

A=B

B=C

A=C

a= ceA
Equality of types
This finishes my explanations of what judgments of the four forms used
in the theory of types mean in the p resence of assumptions.
Now to the rules of inference or proof rules, as they a re called in programming. They will be presented in natural deduction style, suppressing
as usual all assumptions other than those that are discharged by an inference
of the particular form under consideration. Moreover, in those rules whose
conclusion hasoneof the forms a e A and a = be A, only those premises
will be explicitly shown which have these very same forms. This is in
agreement with the practice of writing, say, the rules of disjunction intro-

aeA

Substitution
(xeA)
B type

ae A

(xe A)
beB

:

..

a=ceA

GENERAL RULES

Reflexivity

' \

xeA

CARTESIAN PRODUCT OF A FAMILY OF TYPES

n -formation
(xe A)
B type

(xe A)
B= D

A=C
(IIxeA)B = (Ilxe C)D

n -introduction
' '

(x e A)

aeA

A type

(xe A)
beB

a= aeA

A= A

(h)b E (IIx e A)B

b =deB
(h)b = (h)d e (IIx e A)B

II-elimination

Symmetry .
A=B

a= be A
. ·b.= a,e'A; .

(xe A)
b=deB

b(a/x) = d(c/x) e B(a/x) ·

(IIx e A)B type

'

= D(cfx)

Assumption

A type
.

B(a/x)

b(aJx) e B(a/x)

without showing explicitly the premises that A and B are formulas. For
each of the rules of inference, the reader is asked to try to make the conclusion evident to himself on the presupposition that he knows the premises.
lhis does not · mean that further verbal explanations are of no help in
bringing about an understanding of the rules, only that this is not the place
for such detailed explanations. But there are also certain limits to what
verbal explanations can do when it comes to justifying axioms and rules of
inference. In the end, evcrbody must understand for himself.

(xe A)
B=D

a=ceA

B(a/x) type

aeA

B true
A v B true

A=B

a= beB

aeB

duction in predicate calculus simply

A true
A v B true

a=beA

A= B

.. .

B= A.

c e (IIx e A)B

ae A

c(a) e B(a/x)

c=fe(IIxeA)B
c(a)

'

a=deA

= f(d) e B(alx)
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+-Introduction
n-equality
ae.A

ce(nxeA)B

i(a) = i(c) e A+B

(.U)(c(x)) = c e (flx E A)B

be.B

b =deB

j(b)eA+B

j(b) = j(d) e A+B

beB

((.U)b)(a) = b(a/x) e B(afx)

a= ceA

aeA
i(a) e A +B

(xe A)

.
'

+-elimination
DISJOINT UNION OF A FAl.ULY OF TYPES

E -formation

(Dx, y)(c, d, e) e C(cfz)

(xe A)
B= D

(xe A)
B type

(xeA)

A=C
(Ex e A)B = (Ex e C)D

A type
(Ex e A)B type

(y e B)
e e C(j(y)/z)

(xe A)
de C(i(x)/z)

c e A+ B

c

= fe A+ B

d

= g e C(i(x)/z)

(yeB)

= he C(j(y)/z)

e

(Dx, y)(c, d, e) = (Dx, y)(f, g, h) e C(c/z)

E-Introduction
aeA

= c e A b = de B(afx)
(a, b) = (c, d) e (Ex e A)B

+-equality

a

be B(a/x)

(a, b) e (Ex e A)B

ae A

(xe A)
de C(/(x)/z)

'

(y e B)

e e C(j(y)/z)

(Dx,y)(i(a), d, e)= d(a/x) e C(i(a)/z)

E -elimination
ce(ExeA)B

(xeA)
de C(/(x)/z)

(yeB)

e e C(j(y)/z)
(Dx, y)(j(b), d, e) = e(bfy) e C{J(b)/z)

(xe A, y e B)
deC((x,y)fz)

be B

(Ex, y)(c, d) e C(c/z)
(xeA,yeB)
c = e e (Ex e A)B

IDENTITY RELATION

d = fe C((x, y)/z)

(Ex, y)(c, d) = (Ex, y)(e .J)

e C(c/z)

!-formation
ae A

A type
E-equality

l(A,
(xe A,ye B)
aeA

de C((x, y)/z)
(Ex, y)((a, b), d)= d(a, bfx, y) e C((a, b)/z)
be B(a/x)

be A

A=C

a=ceA .

b=deA

J(A, a, b)= l(C, c, d-)-

a, b) type

!-Introduction
a= be A

a= be A

r e l(A, a,

r = r e J(A, a, b)

b)

!-elimination
DISJOINT UNION OP TWO TYPES

cel(A,a,b)
a= beA

+-formation
A type

B type

A+B type

A=C

B=D

A+B=C+D

c e /(A, a, b)

de C(r/z)

J(c, d) e C(c/z)

c

==

ee l(A, a, b)

d =fe C(r/z)

J(c, d) = J(e,J) e C(cfz)

\
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N-elimination

/-equality

a = be A
de C(r/z)
J(r 1 d) = de C(r/z)

(x e N 1 y

ce N

de C(O/z)

e C(x/z))

e e C(x'/z)

(Rx 1 y)(c I dl e) e C(ctz)
FINITE TYPES

(x e N y e C(x/z))
1

d = g e C(O/z)

c =feN

e =he C(x'/z)

(Rx 1 y)(c 1 d 1 e)= (Rx 1 y)(/1 g 1 h) e C(c/z)
N-equality

N,- introduction
m,eN,

(m

= O, ... ,n-1)

m.

= m.eN,

(x eN, y e C(x/z)}

(m = O, ... ,n-1)

de C(O/z)
(Rx 1 y)(0 1 d 1 e)

c,eC(m./z) (m=O, ... ,II-1)
R.(c, c0 , ... , c,_ 1 ) e C(c/z)

ceN"

c=deN.
R.(c 1 c0 ,

e e C(x'/z)

= deC(O/z)
(x e N y e
1

''

C(x/z))

ae N

de C(O/z)
e e C(x'/z)
(Rx, y)(a', d, e) = e(a 1 (Rx, y)(a 1 d, e)f x, y) e C(a'/z)

c,=d,eC(m./z) (m=O, ... ,n-1)
... , c,_ 1 ) = R.(d, d 0 , ... , d,_.) e C(ctz)

N.-equality
\

WELLORDERINGS

c, e C(m./z) (m = 0, ... , n-1)
R.(m,, c0 ,

... 1

c,_ 1 ) = c, e C(m./z)

(m

= 0, ...

1

n-1)
W-formation

(xe A)

(xeA)
NATURAL NUMBERS

A type

N -formation
N type

A=C

B type

(Wx e A)B type

N=N

aeA

O=OeN

ae N

a= beN

a' eN

a'= b' eN

(Wxe A)B

= (Wx e C)D

W-lntroductlon

N- introduction
DeN

B= D

be B(afx)--+ (Wx e A)B
sup(a~b)e(WxeA)B

a= ceA

b

= deB(a/x)-+(WxeA)B

sup(a, b)= sup(c 1 d) e (Wx e A)B

'

J

.'i

t
•
(

··
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JV- elfmination

(x e A, y e B - t (Wx e A)B, z e (11v e B)C(y(v)fw))
ce(JVxeA)B

deC(sup(x,y)fw)

, (x e A, y e B

-t

N0

N 1 e U11

N1

NeU,.

N= Ne U,

c = e e (Wx e A)B

(xeA)
Be U"

(Wx e A)B, z e (11v e B) C(y(v)fw))

d = fe C(sup(x, y)fw)

(Tx, y, z)(c, d)= (Tx, y, z)(e,J) e C(cfw)
W-equality
(x e A, y e B - t (Wx e A)B, z e (11v e B)C(y(v)fw))

= N0 e U
= N1 e u,.

N 0 e U11

(Tx, y, z)(c, d) e C(cfw)

173
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(xe A)
B =De U,.

A= Ce U11

A e u"
(WxeA)BeU,

( WxeA)B

U0 e U,.

U0

u,._ 1 e u"

U11 - 1 = U,. _ 1 e U,.

=

= (Wxe C)De U,.

U0 e U,.

U,.-eliminatlon

ae A

be B(afx) - t (Wx e A) B
de C(sup(x, y)fw)
(Tx, y, z)(sup(a, b), d)= d(a, b, (..tv)(Tx, y, z)(b(v), d)fx, y, z)

A= Be U,.

AeU,.

A type

e C(sup(a, b)fw)

Ae
'3

A=B
A= Be U,.

u"

'

A= Be U,.+ 1

A e U,.+ 1

UNIVERSES

\

An example will demonstrate how the language works. Let the premises
A type,

U,.-formation

B type (x e A) ,

u,. = u"

, U,. type

C type (x e A, y e B)

U,.- introduction

be given. Make the abbreviation

(xe A)
A e u"
Be u"
(flxeA)BeU11

(xe A)

A = c e u"
B = De u"
(flx e A)B = (11x e C)D e U,.

(xeA)

A e U,. Be U,.
(Ex e A)Be u"
A

E

u,.

Be u"

aeA
be A
I(A,a,b)eU,.

A-tB

provided the variable x does not occur free in B. Then

(xeA)
A=CeU,.

(11x e A)(.Ey e B)C-t (.Efe (11x e A)B)(11x e A)C(f(x)fy)

B=DeU,

(Ex e A)B =(.Ex e C)D e U,.

A

A+Be U,.
A e U"

(11xe A)B

A

= c E u"

B = De
A+B = C+De U,.

= c e u"

u,.

a ... c e A

is a type which, when read as a proposition, expresses the axiom of choice.
I shall construct an object of this type, an object which may at the same time
be interpreted as a proof of the axiom of choice. Assume
xeA,

b ""' de A

/(A, a, b)= J(C,c,d)e U,.

By

z e (11x e A)(.Ey e B) C.

n -elimination,
z(x) e (!'y e B)C.
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Make the abbreviations
(Ex, y)(c, x),

(Ex, y)(c, y).

p(c)

q(c)

.._____

By E -elimination,
p(z(x)) e B,
q(z(x)) e C(p(z(x))/y).
By

n -introduction,

and, by

(h)p(z(x)) e (llx e A)B,

n -equality,

((h)p(z(x)))(x)

= p(z(x)) e B.

By symmetry,
p(z(x))

=

((h)p(z(x)))(x) e B,

and, by substitution,
C(p(z(x))fy)

= c(((h)p(z(x)))(x)/y).

By equality of types,
q(z(x))
and, by

E

C(((,lx)p(z(x}))(x)/y)

,

1

lead to programs which you did not know how to execute. Another is that
you see the point of introducing a formal notation not only for propositions,
as in propositional and predicate logic, but also for their proofs: this is
necessary in order to make the methods of computation implicit in intuitionistic (constructive) proofs fit for automatic execution. And a third is
that you see the point of formalizing the process of reasoning: this is necessary in order to have the possibility of automatically verifying the programs' correctness. In fact, if the A UTOMATH proof checker had been
written for the theory of types instead of the language AUTOMATH,
we would already have a language with the facility of automatic checking
of the correctness of the programs formed according to its rules.
I n the other direction, by choosing to program in a formal language for
constructive mathematics, like the theory of types, one gets access to the
whole conceptual apparatus of pure mathematics, neglecting those parts
that depend critically on the law of excluded middle, whereas even the best
high level programming languages so far designed are wholly inadequate
as mathematical languages (and, of course, nobody has claimed them to
be so). In fact, I do not think that the search for logically ever more satisfactory high level programming languages can stop short of anything but
a language in which (constructive) mathematics can be adequately expressed.

n -introduction,
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